The tilt aftereffect (TAE) has been used previously to probe whether contours defined by different attributes are subserved by the same or by different underlying mechanisms. Here, we compare two types of contours between texture surfaces, one with texture orientation contrast across the edge (orientation contrast contour; OC) and one without, commonly referred to as a subjective contour (SC). Both contour types produced curves of TAE versus adapting angle displaying typical positive and negative peaks at¨15 and 70 deg, respectively. The curves are well fit by difference of Gaussian (DoG) functions, with one Gaussian accounting for the contour adaptation effect and the other accounting for the texture orientation adaptation effect. Adaptation to OC elicited larger TAEs than did adaptation to SC, suggesting that they more effectively activate orientation-selective neurons in V1/V2 during prolonged viewing. Surprisingly, both contour types adapted a luminance contour (LC) as strongly as did an LC itself, suggesting that the second-order orientation cue contained in the texture edge activates the same set of orientation-selective neurons as does an LC. These findings have implications for the mechanisms by which the orientations of texture edges and SCs are encoded.
Introduction
Texture surfaces in natural visual scenes are often bounded by contours composed of aligned line endings where surfaces abut or overlap. Textures separated by a boundary contour in this way may differ in properties such as their orientation or frequency spectra. Such boundaries are often referred to as Btexture edges.[ However, another type of texture edge occurs when the two abutting textures are identical. In this case, the boundary between them is revealed by aligned line endings only, as the surfaces on either side are identical. This type of contour is more usually described as a subjective contour (SC). The comparison of SCs of this type with the case where adjacent textures surfaces differ in orientation is rarely made as the two types of contour, Bat first glance,[ appear to be so different. The detection of orientation contrast, for example, across a border, is considered to be Bpreattentive,[ that is, strongly perceived without conscious effort (cf. Treisman, 1985) . In comparison, the appearance of SCs is usually considered to be more phenomenal, perhaps dependent on observer interpretation, and not unambiguously preattentive (for a review, see Pritchard & Warm, 1983) . Hence, contours defined by texture orientation contrast would appear to be Bstronger[ visual stimuli in some way.
Nevertheless, despite differences in their perceptual qualities, the two types of contour have some important physical similarities. In both cases, there are no local firstorder cues as to the orientation of the contour, such as a luminance or color discontinuity. Integration of local information is necessary for the orientation percept of even a luminance contour (LC), as the initial input of visual information is in the form of discrete localized points of information, which cannot unambiguously signal global properties (Nothdurft & Li, 1985) . However, in the case of an LC, its orientation could be conceived to be the result of Blinking[ of first-order information already represented at a local level. For both of the texture surface boundaries described, the orientation attribute of the boundary is clearly a result of processing subsequent to the initial input. In many ways, both types of texture boundary, both with and without orientation contrast, could be described as Bsubjective [ (cf. Bergen, 1991) . However, for the remainder of this paper, texture edges with orientation contrast will be described as Borientation contrast contours [ (OCs) and those without will be described as subjective contours (SCs).
Despite the well-documented phenomenon of effortless texture segmentation due to orientation contrast (Beck, 1966; Julesz, 1981; Julesz & Bergen, 1983; Nothdurft, 1985) , it is not clear that the strong visibility of a region of different orientation necessarily implies that orientation contrast across a texture edge elicits a stronger border percept than without, that is, where only an SC remains. SCs and texture orientation-defined contours show similar orientation discrimination thresholds (Regan, 1995; Vogels & Orban, 1987; Westheimer & Li, 1996 , and the orientation of both types of contour may first be encoded in the response of V2 neurons (Baumann, van der Zwan, & Peterhans, 1997; Leventhal, Wang, Schmolesky, & Zhou, 1998; von der Heydt, Peterhans, & Baumgartner, 1984) . While differences in perceptual qualities suggest that the two types of second-order contour described may differ in their processing, the end result of the processing in terms of the site of contour orientation encoding may not be different. Hence, we pose the question, does the addition of orientation contrast across the texture edge alter the encoding of contour orientation in the final percept?
We address this question using the tilt aftereffect (TAE), a misperception in orientation following prior viewing of an oriented stimulus. The TAE and related tilt illusion (TI) have both been used extensively to probe whether contours defined by different attributes are subserved by the same or by different underlying mechanisms (Berkley, Debruyn, & Orban, 1994; Bockisch, 1999; Clifford, Pearson, Forte, & Spehar, 2003; Georgeson & Schofield, 2002; Paradiso, Shimojo, & Nakayama, 1989; Poom, 2000; van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1994) . The basic premise of such experiments is that changes in perception of a test stimulus caused by a previously or simultaneously presented Badaptation[ stimulus are attributable to a common stage of orientation representation of the two stimuli. In the case of the TAE, prolonged viewing of an Badapting[ line or grating causes a shift in the perceived orientation of a subsequently viewed Btest[ line/grating. A maximal repulsive effect is seen for adapt and test stimuli differing in orientation by 10Y20 deg, using either gratings (Poom, 2000; van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1995) or lines (Blakemore, Carpenter, & Georgeson, 1970; Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973; Paradiso et al., 1989; Skottun, Johnsen, & Magnussen, 1981) . A less prolonged misperception of test angle can also be seen even with very short Badaptation[ presentations (e.g., Harris & Calvert, 1989) . This repulsive misperception has been termed the Bdirect[ effect and is generally accepted to be the result of altered patterns of activity in orientation-selective neurons in V1/V2, most likely due to inhibitory interactions (Blakemore et al., 1970; Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973; Magnussen & Kurtenbach, 1980a , 1980b Morrone, Burr, & Maffei, 1982; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987) . Hence, the existence and magnitude of the direct effect between contour types can be considered a measure of their shared sites of encoding in at this early level.
An attractive misperception, whereby the test orientation appears shifted towards the adapting orientation signal, is sometimes also seen. This effect peaks at an adapt-test orientation difference of approximately 70 deg. The mechanism of this Bindirect[ effect is more disputed. It may also be due to inhibitory interactions, but in this case between orientation-selective mechanisms in higher cortical areas involved in the processing of global stimulus properties (Poom, 2000; van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1995; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1988) .
In this study, we measured TAEs for two types of contour between textured areas, both of which elicited the percept of abutting or overlapping surfaces. One type of contour demarcated two identical textures; hence, the edge was defined by aligned texture line endings only (SC; Figure 1 ). The other type of contour demarcated two texture surfaces of different orientations; hence, there was also an orientation contrast across the edge (OC; Figure 2 ). TAEs have previously been observed using both Bsingle[ SCs (Paradiso et al., 1989; van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1994 , 1995 and gratings defined by SCs (Berkley et al., 1994; Bockisch, 1999; Montaser-Kouhsari & Rajimehr, 2004) . They have also been shown to interact with LCs (Berkley et al., 1994; Bockisch, 1999; Paradiso et al., 1989) . Tilt aftereffects using texture edges defined by orientation contrast have not, to our knowledge, previously been investigated. However, the existence of filters tuned to the orientation of such texture edges is strongly suggested by the effect of adaptation to orientation-defined form on its perceived spatial location (Prins & Mussap, 2001 ) and on contrast thresholds for its detection (Kwan & Regan, 1998) .
Stimulus presentation times in our study were sufficient for contour orientation resolution to reach a maximum, as measured in an initial orientation discrimination experiment (Experiment 1). We wanted to test the encoding of fully processed contours, and we took the time required for maximal orientation discrimination as an indicator of the time required for maximal orientation encoding of our Figure 1 . An adapting stimulus for the SC condition. The contour presented here is at 15 deg anticlockwise and is within a texture that is at 90 deg to the contour. Test SC stimuli were very similar, differing only in that the texture was always horizontal, regardless of the angle of the SC contour. contours. This time was then used when presenting the contours in the TAE parts of our study. In Experiment 2, we measured the intra-contour-type TAEs (adapt-test conditions OCYOC and SCYSC) over a range of adapting angles to verify that both contour types displayed misperceptions of contour angle following adaptation. This experiment allowed us to quantify the variation of TAE with adapting angle for comparison with previous studies and to locate the adapting angle for which maximum misperception of a test contour occurred. We also measured the adaptation effect of texture stimuli that did not contain an adapting central contour (Figure 3 ) on the same texture contour test stimuli. This control condition was conducted because the contour stimuli contained both a second-order orientation cue in the form of the contours themselves and also a first-order orientation cue in the form of the abutting textures that induced the SC and OC contours. While we wished to observe the effect of adapting to the SC and OC contours, it became apparent that adaptation to the textures themselves could also affect subsequent misperceptions of the test contour orientation. This effect was quantified, and it was shown that the direct TAE observed with the texture contours was not due to adaptation to the orientation of the composing textures.
In Experiment 3, we measured the TAE at the maximal adaptation angle found in Experiment 2 (15 deg) for cross-adaptation conditions between OC and SC. Total transfer of adaptation effects between our matched SC and OC contours would indicate that the presence of orientation contrast does not affect the final encoding of orientation of a texture surface edge, whereas nonexistent transfer would point to mutually exclusive mechanisms for the orientation encoding of the two texture contours. Although both types of contour contain aligned line endings, it could be that the presence of orientation contrast across the edge is a Bstrong[ cue, which effectively Boverrides[ weaker mechanisms processing SCs. Incomplete transfer of adaptation between contour types would suggest limited shared sites of orientation encoding. We also measured the interaction of the texture contours with an LC. An LC can be expected to elicit response in cells tuned to the orientation of the contour in both V1 and V2, and so a comparison of the adaptation effect of LC compared to OC and SC will indicate the extent to which the texture contours activate this population of neurons.
Methods and results

Observers
Four observers participated in these experiments. The authors, SH and DK, were experienced psychophysical observers. Observers JI and AB were inexperienced observers who were naive to the purpose of the experiment. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus
Stimuli were produced using a G3 PowerMac computer and were displayed on a ProNitron monitor that had Figure 2 . An adapting stimulus for the OC condition. The contour presented here is at 15 deg anticlockwise, and the texture is at T75 deg to the contour. Test OC stimuli were very similar, differing only in that the texture was always at T75 deg to the vertical, regardless of the angle of the OC contour. For test stimuli, the order of the two texture orientations across the contour was randomised, and for adapting stimuli the order was randomly reallocated at each stimulus refresh (every 500ms). Figure 1 ; texture is at the same orientation in both stimuli, but here there is no contour demarcated by aligned line endings. A control stimulus for the OC shown in Figure 2 could have texture at either of the two composing texture orientations, and the orientation was randomly reallocated from the two available orientations at each stimulus refresh (every 500 ms).
a pixel resolution of 30 pixels deg j1 at a viewing distance of 58 cm. All stimuli were presented within a circular aperture with a diameter of 20 deg, created by placing a dark card over the monitor. The display was viewed in a dark room, and the monitor edges and other cues to vertical and horizontal were not visible when attending the stimulus. Observers' head position was stabilized by use of a head and chin rest.
Two types of texture contour stimuli were used as adapting and test stimuli. Textures were composed of randomly placed line elements, of lengths drawn from a square distribution ranging from 2 to 25 arcmin. Line widths were always 1 pixel, or 2 arcmin. Line elements were presented at a Weber contrast of 50% on a uniform grey background at 33 cdm j2 . Contours passed through the central point of the display, which was marked by a maximum contrast fixation point during all phases of stimulus presentation. A central fixation point was used to maximize localization of the Badaptation[ effect within retinotopically mapped V1 and V2. SCs demarcated two texture areas of identical orientation and were defined only by the alignment of line endings ( Figure 1) ; if a randomly placed line element extended to the contour, it was terminated at that location. This was achieved by creating two full-screen textures and then splicing them together at the location of the contour, hence avoiding luminance artefacts that could result from anti-aliased line endings. For SC-adapting stimuli, texture was always oriented at 90 deg to the contour, but for SC test stimuli the texture had a fixed texture orientation of 90 deg regardless of the contour orientation so as to prevent texture orientation from cueing the test contour orientation. OCs were similarly defined by the alignment of line endings, and also by a change of texture orientation across the contour (Figure 2 ). The two areas of texture were oriented at T75 deg relative to the OC for adapting stimuli, and at an absolute value of T75 deg to vertical for OC test stimuli, with the order of the two texture orientations across the contour being randomized. (Again, the use of fixed texture angles for test stimuli meant that texture orientation could not cue contour orientation.) The total orientation contrast across the contour was therefore 30 deg, which elicits a maximum perception of two distinct regions (Motoyoshi & Nishida, 2001 ). The high density of line endings throughout both SC and OC stimuli meant that an isolated cluster of line endings was unlikely to signal the presence of the contour to observers. It was intended that integration of local components on a larger scale should be required to indicate the presence of an SC. An LC was also used in some conditions. This was a dark line of 2 arcmin (1 pixel) width presented at 50% Weber contrast on the same grey background. All contour types extended across the full diameter of the circular viewing aperture.
To ascertain whether adaptation effects after viewing OC and SC stimuli were due to adaptation to the contour orientation, or to adaptation to the first-order orientation cue of the texture lines, two control texture stimuli were created. The possibility that the lines inducing an SC, rather than the SC itself, may be contributing to the observed TAE has not, to our knowledge, been previously considered. The control texture stimuli were matched to the textures composing the SC and OC stimuli but did not contain a central contour; textures continued uninterrupted across the screen (Figure 3 ). The SC-matched control (SCC) consisted of unbroken texture at the same angle as would have been used to induce an SC in any given stimulus presentation. The OC-matched control (OCC) could have one of two texture orientations, as the OC contour stimulus contained two texture orientations. In this case, the texture orientation is any single 500ms presentation period was chosen randomly from the two available orientations. The SCC and OCC textures were used as adapting stimuli in trials with SC and OC test contours, respectively.
Experiment 1: Time course of orientation discrimination for OCs and SCs
Experiment 1 measured orientation discrimination thresholds for OCs and SCs as a function of stimulus presentation duration. This experiment was conducted to compare the orientation resolution of the two contours and to find the presentation duration required for maximal orientation resolution. A presentation duration that produces maximal orientation resolution, presumed to equate to maximal low-level orientation encoding, would be used for the later TAE experiments. Subjects SH and DK were used for this experiment.
The method of constant stimuli was used to present contours at a range of orientations close to vertical. Contours orientations ranged from j3 to 3 deg, at intervals of 0.75 deg. Observers indicated, by means of a key press, whether the presented contour was tilted clockwise or anticlockwise. Observers were free to respond in their own time, with response initiating the next stimulus presentation. Contours were presented for 50, 100, 200, 500, or 1000 ms. Trials were blocked for contour type and presentation duration, with a total of 360 observations completed for each combination of contour type and presentation time. Probit analysis (Finney, 1971 ) was used to fit psychometric functions to the data, giving the position of perceived vertical (PV) and the standard deviation of the PV, also called the orientation discrimination threshold (the orientation yielding a performance of 84% correct for a PV of 0).
time. These biases can be a true misperception of PV or because clockwise and anticlockwise responses were always indicated by the same key presses, a bias in response. However, as the bias was constant for each observer, this does not affect our later comparisons of TAE.
The results for the orientation discrimination threshold are displayed in Figure 4 . Both observers showed a decrease in threshold with time. Thresholds initially drop sharply but then plateau, showing little further decrease beyond presentation times of 300Y400 ms. At presentation times beyond 100 ms, threshold values are not significantly different between the contours. As we wished to observe adaptation effects for borders that were maximally encoded, we subsequently used presentation times of 500 ms for both contour types when measuring PV before and after adaptation and a corresponding presentation frequency of 2 Hz when refreshing contour stimuli during adaptation. Shorter stimulus presentation times may give larger TAEs (Wolfe, 1984) , but this would defeat the purpose of our experiment, to compare the orientation encoding of the two types of second-order contour at a point in time when they are maximally encoded. In addition, the misperception of orientation observed using short (G100 ms) stimulus presentations may in fact be subserved by different mechanisms to those underlying the misperception seen with the longer stimulus presentations (Wolfe, 1984) that are more usually used in TAE studies.
Experiment 2: Tuning curves for the TAE using SCs and OCs
In Experiment 2, we measured the TAE for OCs and SCs at adapting angles from 0 to 90 deg. The experiment was replicated using the texture control stimuli, OCC and SCC, as adapting stimuli while testing with the matched contour stimuli. Observers SH, DK, and AB participated in Experiment 2.
Each trial consisted of three phases: preadaptation measurement of PV, adaptation, and postadaptation measurement of PV. During the adaptation phase, the adapting stimulus was presented for 60 s, with the stimulus refreshed at a rate of 2 Hz. The refresh changed the individual lines composing the textures on either side of the adapting contour, without changing the contour orientation. Rather than the refresh occurring instantaneously, stimuli were presented for 400 ms and interleaved with a 100-ms blank screen. The blank screen itself was not perceived; the impression was of a stimulus onset at 500-ms intervals. Both the change of texture local composition and the nature of the stimulus onset served to increase the saliency of the adapting contour, as it was effectively Breformed[ at rate of 2 Hz. Additionally, changing the local texture composition limited adaptation caused by local luminance differences while maintaining the adaptive influence of the contour under investigation. Subjects were instructed to direct their gaze at the central fixation spot at all times but to attend to the entire contour, that is, to maintain awareness of the contour presence during the prolonged initial adaptation. TAE was measured using adapting contours presented at 5Y20 deg at intervals of 5 deg, and then to 90 deg at intervals of 10 deg. Three measurements were made for each adaptation angle presented in the clockwise direction, and three measurements were made in the anticlockwise direction, except for observer SH who made 5 TAE measurements in each direction for the SCYSC and OCYOC trials.
The pre-and postadaptation measurements of PV used a single staircase method. In an experimental session, both PV measurements started with a contour presented to the same side of vertical, which was nominally the direction of the adapting stimulus. On the first trial of each staircase, the orientation of the test contour was chosen randomly to be 4, 5, 6, or 7 deg from vertical. On subsequent trials, the contour was rotated in the direction opposite to that reported by the observer, such that presentations converged to PV. The contour was rotated by 2 deg until the first reversal in observer response, 1 deg until the second reversal, and 0.5 deg thereafter until 10 reversals had been made. Contour orientations at the last six reversals were averaged to find the subject's PV. During the preadaptation measurement phase, observer response initiated the next presentation. In the postadaptation measurement phase, observer response initiated a 6 s period of Btop-up[ adaptation, which was of the same form as the initial adaptation. The next test presentation followed after a 500 ms blank screen. The preadaptation PV was subtracted from the postadaptation PV to give the magnitude of the TAE, and the absolute value of the TAE was averaged over clockwise and anticlockwise trials at each adaptation angle. This removed any bias in observer judgement caused by the direction from which the contour approached PV, as the approach direction was the same for the pre-and postadaptation measurements.
The use of a single staircase and the length of initial and Btop-up[ adaptation periods were designed to limit the total adaptation time while maintaining adaptation effects. Prolonged periods of adaptation have long-term measurable aftereffects (Wolfe & O'Connell, 1986 ), a problem we wanted to be sure of avoiding so as not to require long breaks between experimental sessions. However, if adaptation is insufficient, TAEs are not seen. Our experimental design resulted in a ratio of top-up adaptation to nonadaptation time of approximately 75%, depending on the delay before observer response (as this determined the interval between test stimulus offset and the start of the next top-up period). This ratio was found by Wolfe and O'Connell (1986) to be sufficient to induce adaptation using luminance-defined contours, not just maintain it. Pilot work confirmed that this ratio was also sufficient to induce adaptation using SC and OC contours. Each trial required roughly 20 top-up adaptations, which, together with the initial 60 s of adaptation, made a total adaptation time of 3 min. The TAE on LCs after this duration of adaptation was found to drop off rapidly by Wolfe and O'Connell (1986) , returning to less than a quarter of its maximum after 5 min, with minimal long-term adaptation. Accordingly, our observers were required to rest for 5 min between trials. As a further precaution against cumulative adaptation effects, clockwise and anticlockwise adaptation stimuli were interleaved.
Results of Experiment 2
Graphs of TAE versus adaptation angle are shown for SCs (adapt-test condition SCYSC; Figure 5 ) and OCs (adapt-test condition OCYOC; Figure 6 ). It can be seen that both contour types show TAE curves with a positive peak at approximately 15 deg and a negative peak close to 70 deg, typical of luminance contrast contours (e.g., Gibson & Radner, 1937) and also previously shown with SCs (van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1995) . Figures 5 and 6 also show the results of adaptation using matched texture control stimuli (for example stimulus, see Figure 3 ), which gave negligible TAEs for SC and OC test contours in the region of 0Y30 deg. The results of curve fitting, as detailed in the following paragraphs, suggest that adaptation to the texture orientation, as composes the controladapting stimuli, cannot account for the TAE seen in this region for the SCYSC and OCYOC conditions. However, the texture controls do elicit a significant negative TAE peaking at¨70 deg. This strongly suggests that the negative TAE seen for the SC and OC contours at approximately 70 deg can also be attributed to adaptation to the first-order orientation cue of the textures and is not a consequence of adaptation to the contours themselves.
The data sets for SCs and OCs were fit with a difference of Gaussian (DoG) function:
where A and C are the mean amplitudes of the two Gaussian contributions (which are of opposite polarities), and B and D are their respective standard deviations. Curve fitting was achieved using Kaleidagraphi data analysis software, which uses the LevenbergYMarquadt algorithm (Press, 1992) , and data points were weighted by 1/SE 2 . The DoG function gave a good fit to the data, with Pearson's correlation coefficient (BR values[) 9.95 in all cases (Table 1 ; SCYSC and OCYOC). The first Gaussian represents the adapting effect of the contour, a secondorder cue to orientation. The second Gaussian is taken to represent the first-order adapting effect of the texture lines, which are oriented at 90 deg to the contour (this value is exact for SC and an average for OC as texture orientation had two values). Linear summation of two populations of activity has been used previously to model cross-orientation interaction (Blakemore et al., 1970) , and the linear summation of Gaussian functions in particular has been used to model the interaction between firstand second-order orientation processing (Skillen, Whitaker, Popple, & McGraw, 2002 ). While we do not assume validity of the Gaussian function in representing underlying adaptive processes, both the strength of the fit and the outcome of various manipulations of the function parameters described suggest that the summation of two functions representing the first-and second-order orientation adaptation cues present in our stimuli provides a robust description of our data.
In Equation 1 , the second Gaussian is at a fixed offset of 90 deg from the first. When the Boffset[ of the second Gaussian was set as a free parameter, it converged to 90 T 5 deg in all cases, and the fit of the function to the data (as shown by R values) did not systematically improve, suggesting that the source of the attraction is indeed located at an angle of 90 deg to the source of the repulsion effect. Secondly, we explored holding the two Gaussian bandwidths equal, that is, B = D. While this modification of the function was not detrimental to the fit of SC data, it resulted in lower R values for fits to orientation contrast data. When the two bandwidths were allowed to vary independently, the bandwidth allocated to the OC, texture (D, centered at¨70 deg), was considerably greater than that allocated to the OC contour itself (B, centered at¨15 deg).
The difference between the two bandwidths was much smaller for the SC condition, hence holding the contour and texture bandwidths equal made little difference to the strength of the fit. We would suggest that the larger bandwidth for adaptation attributed to the first-order cue of the texture in the OC stimulus was because the texture at any given spatial location was randomly presented at one of two different orientations that were 30 deg apart. This possibility is supported by the finding of smaller amplitudes for the first-order texture orientation Gaussian (parameter C) in the OC case compared to the SC case, that is, the adaptive effect of the OC texture was less strong but more Bspread out[. The second two row sections of Table 1 describe fits to the control conditions (SCCYSC and OCCYOC). As well as fitting the data with the DoG function, it seemed logical to fit the data with just the negative Gaussian portion of the DoG, as the source of the hypothesized positive portion (the SC or the OC contour) is not present in the control stimulus. For observer AB, the fit achieved with the single, negative Gaussian was nearly as good as the DoG fit. Note that fitting with a single Gaussian means that there are less free parameters and so the goodness of fit is likely to be decreased. However, for observer DK, the fit with the negative Gaussian was very poor and the reason for this is not known.
Finally, we looked at the effect on the curve fit of subtracting the control data (SCCYSC and OCCYOC) from the SCYSC and OCYOC data, which should this time leave just the positive portion of the curve (last two row sections of Table 1 ). The data were therefore fit with the single, positive Gaussian as contained in DoG, as well as with the DoG itself. The single Gaussian gave a good fit to the data in most cases.
In summary, and to return to the main finding of Experiment 2, while OCYOC and SCYSC gave a significant positive Gaussian (parameter A in Table 1 ), the control conditions OCCYOC and SCCYSC did not. This indicates that the direct TAE seen peaking at an adaptive angle of¨15 deg for SC and OC stimuli cannot be accounted for by adaptation to the texture orientation but is caused by the second-order contours themselves. In Experiment 3, we measured the TAE at an adaptation angle of 15 deg, the peak of the SC and OC adaptation effect found in Experiment 2, for cross-adaptation conditions between SC and OC. This investigated the extent to which the two types of second-order contour activate the same set of orientation-selective neurons. In addition, several adapt-test contour combinations among SC, OC, and a luminance-defined contour (LC) were tested, similarly, to investigate the overlap of orientation encoding between the two second-order contours and a first-order contour. Observers SH, DK, AB, and JI participated in this experiment.
The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 2. All subjects were tested with the adapt-test combinations of subjectiveYsubjective (SCYSC), orientation contrastY orientation contrast (OCYOC), and matched texture controls (SCCYSCC and OCCYOCC) to ascertain that they perceived TAEs attributable to the texture contours. All possible adapt-test combinations of LC, SC, and OC contours were tested, allowing a comparison of (i) cross-adaptation between texture contours (OCYSC, SCYOC) compared with the within-contour conditions (OCYOC, SCYSC); (ii) adaptation to an LC compared to adaptation to texture contours, on texture test contours (LCYOC versus OCYOC and LCYSC versus SCYSC); and (iii) adaptation on a luminance test contour by all three adapting contours (LCYLC, OCYLC, and SCYLC). Adapt-test conditions were interleaved, and clockwise and anticlockwise adaptations at each orientation were paired within conditions and were alternated as before. TAEs were explored using withinsubjects (repeated-measures) analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for the significance of adapting contour and test contour factors. Where this resulted in a multiple comparison of a single adapt-test condition being made, the appropriate Bonferroni correction was made when testing for significance at the 95% level: two comparisons, p = .0250; three comparisons, p = .0167; four comparisons, p = .0125.
Results of Experiment 3
All adapt-test combinations, with the exception of adaptation to the matched texture controls (OCCYOC and SCCYSC), were significantly greater than zero. Figure 7 shows the magnitude of the TAE for the original intracontour-type conditions, OCYOC and SCYSC, and their respective texture controls. A paired t test (i.e., one-way within-subjects ANOVA with two levels) of the OCYOC and SCYSC conditions showed them to be significantly different (1.85 versus 1.04; p = .006), with the OCYOC TAE on average 0.81 deg greater than that for SCYSC. OC contours must be stronger adaptors of orientationselective neurons in V1/V2 than SC contours, or must be more susceptible to adaptation effects, or both. The contour TAEs were not explained by the adaptive effect of the textures, confirming that the subjects perceived and adapted to the contours themselves as previously shown in Experiment 2. Hence, it is demonstrated that the TAE is larger for OC contours, which contained an orientation contrast cue, than for SC contours. Figure 8 shows the results of cross-adaptation between the two texture contour types, and also the initial intracontour-type conditions for comparison. On first inspection, there is no apparent difference in TAE between the two cross-adaptation conditions (OCYSC versus SCYOC), but a two-way (adapting contour, test contour) withinsubjects ANOVA reveals that there is a strong effect of adapting contour (F = 60.59, p G .005). Planned orthogonal pairwise comparisons showed that this was due to a strong increase for OCYSC compared to the SCYSC condition (1.49 versus 1.04; p = .00) and a nonsignificant decrease for SCYOC compared to the OCYOC condition (1.55 versus 1.85; p = .052). The effect of test contour was also significant (F = 22.24, p G .05), with OC test contours displaying larger TAEs. This was mainly due to the strong increase for SCYOC compared to SCYSC (1.55 versus 1.04, p = .005), as the increase for OCYOC compared to OCYSC was nonsignificant (1.49 versus 1.85, p = .072). Hence, comparison of the cross-adaptation conditions with the original conditions adds weight to the initial suggestion that OCs are stronger adaptors and are more susceptible to adaptation effects than SCs.
Next we compared the TAE induced on an OC after adapting to an LC and after adapting to an OC contour (i.e., the within-contour-type condition). The equivalent comparison was made for an SC (Figure 9 ). Two separate paired t tests showed that there was a trend for adaptation by an LC to produce larger effects on the texture contours than adaptation by the same texture contour, but neither comparison reached significance (LCYOC versus OCYOC, 2.09 versus 1.85, p = .22; and LCYSC versus SCYSC, 1.92 versus 1.04, p = .059). Figure 10 shows the TAEs induced on a luminance test contour (LC) after adapting to the three contours (LC, OC, and SC). A one-way within-subjects ANOVA showed no difference between the three conditions, suggesting that OC and SC were as effective at adapting the population of neurons encoding the LC orientation as the LC contour itself was. As OC and SC contours are second-order orientation signals and LC is a first-order orientation signal, this result was slightly surprising. Hence, we also compared the conditions OCYOC versus OCYLC and SCYSC versus SCYLC in two separate paired t tests. This comparison checked if the texture contours were as effective at adapting neurons encoding a firstorder luminance-defined orientation signal as they were at adapting neurons sensitive to the second-order texture contour orientation. We found that OCYOC gave a greater TAE than OCYLC, but that SCYSC gave a smaller TAE than SCYLC, and that neither comparison reached the required significance level (OCYOC versus OCYLC, mean difference ¼ 0:875, p = .026; SCYSC versus SCYLC, mean difference ¼ 0:298, p = .499). Hence, in this comparison, there was no significant difference in the ability of the texture contours (OC and SC) to adapt neurons encoding second-order texture contour orientation and firstorder LC orientation.
Discussion
The results of the present study confirm previous observations of a TAE using SCs (Berkley et al., 1994; Bockisch, 1999; Paradiso et al., 1989; van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1994 , 1995 and of their interaction with LCs (Berkley et al., 1994; Bockisch, 1999; Paradiso et al., 1989) . We also found strong TAEs for our OC, a type of contour that to our knowledge has not been investigated in this way before. This result is compatible with the previously demonstrated orientation-tuned detection threshold elevation after adaptation for orientation texturedefined gratings (Kwan & Regan, 1998) . Another novel result of this study is the finding of a stronger adaptive effect of texture edge contours with OC than without (SC). This answers our original question, showing that the addition of an orientation contrast cue across a texture edge strengthens the encoding of orientation at the level of V1/V2. This finding is not entirely to be expected, as the two second-order contours had comparable orientation encoding in terms of orientation discrimination thresholds. We did not seek to use contour stimuli matched for salience, a factor that is known to influence the magnitude of the TAE (Berkley et al., 1994) . Rather, we sought to differentiate the relative salience of two kinds of texture contours. The contours were identical apart from the attribute under investigation, orientation contrast. Hence, differences in the adaptive strength of our two texture contours are an effect of orientation contrast only.
In addition to the primary aim of the experiment, we also further investigated the encoding of second-order contour orientation by comparisons with a first-order luminancedefined contour. We found that adaptation by an LC produced a TAE with OC and SC test contours, evidence of shared sites of orientation encoding between first-and second-order orientation signals. Note that adaptation by an LC induced slightly larger TAEs in SC and OC test contours than SC and OC adaptors themselves (although the difference was not significant), showing that an orientation signal defined by luminance contrast is equally effective at adapting the population of neurons encoding the orientation of the texture contours. Both Berkley et al. (1994) and Paradiso et al. (1989) also found that adaptation by an LC could induce equal or larger TAEs in an SC than adaptation by the SC itself.
However, more importantly, this study found no difference in the effectiveness of the LC, OC, and SC adaptors on an LC test contour. Likewise, there was no difference between OC and SC adaptors on an LC test contour compared to the OCYOC and SCYSC conditions. This is a surprising result when it is considered that luminancedefined orientation signals are first detected in V1, and it is generally accepted that the TAE seen with luminancedefined contours results from altered orientation-selective response in V1 and V2. For example, Paradiso et al. (1989) found that their SCs induced much weaker TAEs in LCs than those induced by LCs themselves. They explained their results in terms of the relative populations of V1 and V2 that might encode the two contours; while the LC could activate all orientation-tuned cells, including those that signaled SC orientation, they hypothesized that the SC could only activate a subset of the cells that encoded the LC orientation. Hence, they reasoned that the effect of adaptation by an SC would therefore be less notable within the entire population of cells signaling the orientation of a luminance test contour.
Although a few studies have found a small V1 response to SCs (Lee & Nguyen, 2001; Ramsden, Hung, & Roe, 2001; Redies, Crook, & Creutzfeldt, 1986; Sheth, Sharma, Rao, & Sur, 1996) , it is more usually found that a robust response to both subjective and texture orientation contrast contours is first seen in V2 (Baumann et al., 1997; Leventhal et al., 1998; Sheth et al., 1996; von der Heydt et al., 1984) . LCs should therefore have a greater adaptive effect than OC and SC on luminance test contours, according to the explanation put forward by Paradiso et al. (1989) . However, our results suggest that all three contours are equally effective at activating V1/V2 during prolonged viewing. A plausible explanation for this is that OC and SC activate orientation-selective neurons in V1 by feedback from V2 or higher cortical areas and thereby indirectly produce adaptation in V1. This line of reasoning and a possible explanation for the difference between the results of this study and those of Paradiso et al. (1989) is discussed more fully later.
The TAE "tuning curve"
Both SC and OC texture contours displayed typical BS [-shaped tuning curves (cf. van der Zwan & Wenderoth, 1995) , with a Brepulsive[ peak centered at¨15 deg and an Battractive[ peak centered at¨70 deg. Investigation of TAEs and TIs caused by stimuli with multiple axes of symmetry has suggested that the attractive effect, often attributed to Bglobal[ properties of the stimulus rather than local orientation signals, may be due to adaptation to the orthogonal axis of symmetry in line or grating stimuli Smith, Wenderoth, & van der Zwan, 2001; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987; .
We propose that the Battractive[ effect for our stimuli can be explained by adaptation to the first-order cue of texture orientation, and that it is unnecessary to hypothesize adaptation to an axis of symmetry orthogonal to the second-order contours (OC and SC). Rather than the test contour being attracted in the direction of the adapting contour, at large adapting contour angles, it appears to have been repulsed by the texture orientation. Hence, both portions of the curves shown in Figures 5 and 6 can be attributed to repulsive effects. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that there was a small adaptive effect of the contour axis of symmetry that was not observed due to the strong adaptation effect of the texture. Indeed, van der Zwan and Wenderoth (1995) observed an attractive effect peaking at 75 deg for their SCs, which consisted of offset concentric circles, and hence contained no global first-order orientation signal at all.
The good fit to our data obtained using a DoG function, which sums adaptation effects rather than discarding weaker influences, is in agreement with some other studies that have used multiple adapting orientations (Magnussen & Kurtenbach, 1980b; Wenderoth, van der Zwan, & Williams, 1993 ). An earlier study had suggested that the adaptor presented closest to the test angle (vertical test in our case) overrides the influence of potential adaptors presented at larger angles (Wenderoth & Curthoys, 1974) . Because the two adaptation effects in our stimuli were at 90 deg to each other, our stimuli are not ideally suited to examining this issue. Suffice to say that the excellent fits achieved with DoG functions were not improved by fitting the 0Y45 deg and 45Y90 deg portions of the curve separately, as would be necessary if the contour and texture adaptation influences were mutually exclusive.
The relative adaptive strengths of SC, OC, and LC contours
We found considerable variations in TAE across subjects, both in the absolute magnitude and in the relative effectiveness of the different contour types. Similar variations have been noted before (Berkley et al., 1994) , and these may reflect individual differences in perception of the contours. It could also be of particular relevance that the salience of SCs is decreased by strong fixation (Bradley & Dumais, 1984; Frisby & Clatworthy, 1975; Kanizsa, 1976; Soriano, Spillmann, & Bach, 1996) . Indeed, all our observers reported difficulty in Bseeing[ the SCs during both the initial, and the shorter Btop-up,[ adaptation phases. The detrimental effect of fixation on SC visibility could be because fixation is limiting awareness of the global context that induces the contour. Awareness of global stimulus properties is known to heighten the later parts of neural response in V1 and V2 (Ito & Gilbert, 1999; Lamme, Zipser, & Spekreijse, 1998; Lee & Nguyen, 2001; Lee, Yang, Romero, & Mumford, 2002; Super, Spekreijse, & Lamme, 2001; Tanaka, 2001 ). If we accept that the direct TAE is an aftereffect of orientation-selective activation in V1 and V2 (Blakemore et al., 1970; Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973; Magnussen & Kurtenbach, 1980a , 1980b Morrone et al., 1982; Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987) , then variability in observers' awareness of contours and the subsequent strength of contour representation in these cortical areas could explain some of the variability in TAE magnitudes.
Both the frequent change of the local composition of our contour-inducing textures, and also explicit instructions to observers, were intended to heighten awareness of the contours despite fixation. However, our observers may have maintained awareness of the contours to greater or lesser extents. Our reasoning that stimulus awareness could affect the encoding of our texture contours finds support in the work done by Montaser- Kouhsari and Rajimehr (2004) . They found that the strength of the TAE induced by an SC was inversely related to the attentional demands of an irrelevant task that was performed by observers during the adaptation period. It was concluded that the attentional resources available for processing the SC affected the strength of adaptation. Similarly in the present study, reduced awareness of the contour could limit its adaptive strength. OC contours might be hypothesized to be less affected by attentional resources, as the preattentive nature of local orientation contrasts would continuously signal the presence of this type of contour.
The decreased visibility with time of SCs during the initial and top-up adaptation phases may have also contributed to the finding of weaker adaptation by SC contours than by OC contours. Consider that the magnitude of the TAE is determined by the relative contrast of the adapting and test stimuli when they are defined by luminance contrast (Parker, 1972) . This principle also holds for positional adaptation (Whitaker, McGraw, & Levi, 1997) and detection threshold elevation (Snowden, 1994) , and it can presumably be accounted for in terms of the relative activities of the population of neurons activated by the adapting and test stimuli that are defined by the same attribute. An SC that has perceptually weakened during adaptation would be less effective than a briefly presented SC in eliciting a neural response; the contour effectively has lower contrast. Note that we are suggesting that the decreased visibility of the SC is caused by a decrease in the top-down influences on the contour visibility, not by adaptation to the orientation signal. Hence, even if brief presentations of OC and SC contours were equally effective in activating orientation-selective neurons in V1/V2 (as also suggested by our finding of equal orientation discrimination thresholds at short presentations), decreasing visibility of SC contours during the adaptation phase would result in lower TAEs for SC adaptor than for OC adaptor conditions. The difference between the two contours as test stimuli is harder to explain, as OC test stimuli displayed larger TAE than SC despite being the Bstronger[ contour. However, the difference was only significant when SC was the previously presented adaptor, that is, SCYOC versus SCYSC. It may be that interspersed presentations of OC increased or Brejuvenated[ the effectiveness of the SC Btop-up[ adaptations.
Decreased visibility with increasing presentation time is certainly not the only possible explanation for the weaker adaptive effect of SCs when compared to OCs. SCs of the type used here are widely accepted to activate a feedforward process whereby line endings are detected in V1, and aligned responses input to orthogonal Bintegrating[ cells in V2 . OCs could activate an additional feedforward process mediated by a separate population of neurons integrating local orientation contrast. Possible mechanisms are the Blinking[ of local orientation singularities (Li, 2000) , or a second stage of filtering by second-order filters that detect the region of orientation contrast Graham, 1994; Malik & Perona, 1990; Popple, 2003; Wolfson & Landy, 1999) .
However, the equal adaptive strength of OC and SC contours in V1/V2 compared to a first-order LC signal would be difficult to explain by feedforward mechanisms only. Our texture contours only give a second-order cue to contour orientation, which is likely to be first detected in V2 (Baumann et al., 1997; Leventhal et al., 1998; Sheth et al., 1996; von der Heydt et al., 1984) . However, it appears that the representation of the texture contours and an LC is very similar in its locus and strength within V1/V2. To adapt the same orientation-tuned neurons as an LC contour, the representation of SC and OC contours may therefore rely on feedback to some extent, possibly from V2 to V1 and also from higher cortical areas to both V1 and V2. This feedback appears to be sufficient to equate the SC/OC orientation-encoding response in V1/V2 with that caused by feedforward mechanisms responding to luminance contrast. It is slightly surprising that the relative strengths of the LC, OC, and SC adaptors could not be differentiated in Experiment 3, given that there were significant differences between OC and SC adaptors in Experiment 2. An alternative explanation for LC, OC, and SC adaptation equivalence in terms of a common site of orientation encoding beyond V2 might be viable but would not be compatible with the long-standing evidence that the first-order, luminance-defined TAE is generated in V1/V2.
Orientation discrimination thresholds for our texture edge contours (OC and SC) decreased with increasing presentation time, reaching a plateau in the region of 400Y1000 ms. Similar results have been reported before for SCs, whereas LCs or contours containing a luminance cue attain threshold plateaus for presentation times of under 100 ms (Westheimer & Li, 1996 . Prolonged processing may point to an involvement of iterative feedforward and feedback interactions (e.g., Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Lamme, Super, & Spekreijse, 1998; Lee & Mumford, 2003) in generating the texture contour percept. The proposal has been made before that V1 and V2 responses to SCs (Lee & Nguyen, 2001 ) and texture orientation contrast contours (Lee, Mumford, Romero, & Lamme, 1998) have input from delayed modulation due to feedback from higher areas that encode scene contours in a cue-invariant fashion. Indeed, V1 and V2 recordings in macaque show late modulation both in response to figures defined by orientation contrast (Borthogonal[ disc) and to matched subjective figures (Bparallel[ disc) similar to our OC and SC stimuli (Marcus & Van Essen, 2002 ). These findings support a possible role for feedback in generating the final orientation encoding of our SC and possibly also OC contours.
Both the SCs and the OCs were constructed so as to resemble abutting or overlapping texture surfaces. Hence, we could expect the stimuli to be more salient than simple line grating stimuli (such as used by Paradiso et al., 1989) to higher cortical areas that are responsive to figural surfaces and occlusion percepts (Baylis & Driver, 2001 ; GrillSpector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher, 2001; Gulyas, Cowey, Heywood, Popplewell, & Roland, 1998; Kourtzi, Tolias, Altmann, Augath, & Logothetis, 2003) despite being isolated contours. Feedback from higher areas could therefore be more active in modulating low-level response to our texture contours than for some other versions of an SC.
As it was found that the orientation contours were stronger adaptors than SCs, in the within-texture contours comparison at least (Experiment 2), either the perception of OC contours is less reliant on feedback and hence less susceptible to fading than the perception of SC contours, or feedback is more robust when adapting to OC contours. Additional feedforward mechanisms for OC contours were discussed previously. The alternative that OC contours could elicit more robust feedback than SC could be the result of the attentional properties of orientation singularities (Joseph & Optican, 1996; Nothdurft, 2002) or because of the first-order difference between the textures either side of the OC contour. In the SC condition, the generation of a feedback input that could increase contour salience relies on the contour already being Bknown[ by the visual system, as there is no difference in texture surfaces either side of the contour.
Conclusion
To conclude, adaptation to orientation contrast contours (OC) elicits larger TAEs than does adaptation to SCs, suggesting that they more effectively activate neurons in V1/V2 during prolonged viewing. This could be due to the integration of orientation contrast signals in a feedforward process, which provides a more robust contour orientation signal than can be compensated for by feedback from higher cortical areas. However, the encoding of orientation for both contour types may rely on feedback to some extent, as they adapted an LC as strongly as did an LC itself. This demonstrates shared sites of orientation encoding in V1/V2 between first-and second-order orientation signals. Hence, while SCs do not appear to be as robust an orientation signal as texture contours containing an additional orientation contrast cue, their orientation is at least encoded by the same population of low-level orientation-tuned neurons.
